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Abstract
NOTE FOR THE READER: this is a preprint of a manuscript submitted to Nature Communications
Earth& Environment. This manuscript has not been peer-reviewed. Understanding sea level during the
warmest peak of the Last Interglacial (125,000 yrs ago; Marine Isotope Stage 5e) is important for assessing future
ice-sheet dynamics in response to climate change, and relies on the measurement and interpretation of paleo
sea-level indicators, corrected for post-depositional vertical land motions. The coasts and continental shelves
of northeastern Australia (Queensland) preserve an extensive Last Interglacial record in the facies of coastal
strandplains onland and fossil reefs offshore. However, there is a discrepancy, amounting to tens of meters, in the
elevation of sea-level indicators between offshore and onshore sites. Here, we assess the influence of geophysical
processes that may have changed the elevation of these sea-level indicators since the Last Interglacial. We
modeled sea-level change due to: i) dynamic topography; ii) glacial isostatic adjustment, and iii) isostatic
adjustment due to coral reef loading, which we term "reef isostasy". We find that these processes caused relative
sea-level changes on the order of, respectively, 10 m, 5 m, and 0.3 m since the Last Interglacial. Of these
geophysical processes, the dynamic topography predictions most closely match the tilting observed between
onshore and offshore sea-level markers. However, these combined geophysical processes cannot explain the full
amplitude of the observed discrepancy between these sea-level indicators.

Keywords Last Interglacial · Sea level changes · NE Australia · Great Barrier Reef

Introduction1

Below the modern Great Barrier Reef (GBR) reef flats, coring2

has typically encountered shallow-water Last Interglacial (LIG,3

MIS 5e, 125 kyrs) reefs between depths of 5 and 20m. Strik-4

ingly, along the Queensland and far northern New South Wales5

coastline, LIG strandplains are identified at higher elevations6

than offshore LIG reefs, with ridge/swale heights ranging from7

+3 to +9m above modern sea level. [63, 33]. These onshore8

features are not as precisely dated as the sea-level indicators9

found within fossil reefs in cores, however they were also ar-10

guably formed during the LIG. The higher elevations of these11

coastal strandplains are roughly consistent with estimates for12

peak LIG global mean sea level (GMSL). Such estimates are13

consistently above modern mean sea level (0 m), albeit they vary14

substantially depending on study sites analyzed and corrections15

for vertical land motions applied to the proxy record (from 6 to16

9 m 45, 8 m 23, and 1-5 m 24).17

The most obvious explanation of the discrepancy between on-18

shore and offshore LIG relative sea-level indicators in Northeast-19

ern Australia is that these two areas are subject to differential20

vertical land motions. When reconstructing past global mean sea 21

level (GMSL) from geological sea-level proxies, it is essential to 22

disentangle the components causing globally averaged sea-level 23

changes from other regional processes that may have caused ver- 24

tical displacement of past sea-level indicators [71, 75]. Among 25

these, the most relevant are glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) 26

[25], tectonic deformation processes [56] and mantle dynamic 27

topography (DT) [5]. 28

Crustal loading due to local processes can also cause the vertical 29

displacement of observed sea-level indicators through isostatic 30

adjustment. For example, sediment loading can cause regional 31

sea level to depart significantly from the global mean along 32

major deltaic systems [17, 70, 27, 70, 77, 26, 94]. Karst erosion 33

is another mechanism that induces isostatic adjustment, through 34

mass unloading, causing a net crustal uplift. This process is 35

active in the Plio-Pleistocene shoreline complexes in Florida that 36

were uplifted following isostatic response to the karstification 37

(leading to rock mass loss) of the landscape [15, 66, 1, 95]. To 38

date, estimates of peak LIG GMSL from tropical areas have 39

not accounted for the isostatic response to coral reef loading 40

over the last glacial cycle. This process arises because corals 41
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Figure 1: Map (left panel) and elevation plot (right panel) of LIG paleo RSL obtained from fossil reefs (blue markers) and beach
barriers (yellow markers) along the GBR and the Queensland Coasts. Error bars represent 1-sigma ranges.

can grow into spatially extensive reefs, reaching thicknesses of42

several tens of meters during interglacials. The effect of reef43

accretion and related loading on local sea-level histories remains44

largely unexplored.45

In this work, we model the influence of geophysical processes46

that may have changed the elevation of geologic sea-level indi-47

cators along the Queensland coasts and offshore, on the GBR,48

since the LIG. We assess the extent to which the combined49

geophysical processes of glacial isostatic adjustment and dy-50

namic topography may have impacted the LIG sea-level record51

in this region. We also isolate the process of coral reef loading,52

and assess its contribution to regional departures from GMSL.53

While the combined geophysical processes modeled in this study54

cannot fully explain the amplitude of the observed discrepancy55

between onshore and offshore sea-level markers in the study56

area, we find that dynamic topography contributes the largest57

magnitude to the observed tilting.58

1 LIG sea-level indicators 59

The study of past sea-level changes relies on the measurement 60

and dating of relative sea-level (RSL) indicators, i.e. geological 61

proxies that formed in connection with former positions of the 62

sea. Once a sea-level indicator is measured and dated, it is 63

necessary to establish its indicative meaning [89, 81] to quantify 64

the relationship between the elevation or depth of an indicator 65

and the position of the former sea level, including associated 66

uncertainties due to the environmental range of formation. The 67

corrected elevation of a sea-level indicator reflects paleo relative 68

sea level (RSL), i.e., the paleo position of the sea including both 69

barystatic (i.e., eustatic, 35) changes, elevation changes due to 70

vertical land motions of different origin, and perturbations in the 71

sea surface height. 72

On the GBR, corals of LIG age are presently preserved under a 73

subsurface unconformity, which occurs down to 20-25 meters 74

below present sea level, depending on the site [63, 40, 55, 78]. 75
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Figure 2: Digital Elevation Model [31] and topographic pro-
file (a-b) of the Wyvuri Embayment, where Gagan et al. [30]
identified LIG coastal sediments in a core under a dune/beach
barrier. The star indicates the approximate point where core
JW4 of Gagan et al. [30] was drilled. Numbers 1-4 indicate the
facies reported in Gagan et al. [30]: 1-Holocene beach barrier;
2 - Holocene back-barrier; 3 - Holocene freshwater swamp; 4 -
Last Interglacial beach barrier. The blue dot indicates the inner
part of the LIG barrier used as a sea-level proxy in this study.
The blue transparent overlay on the topographic profile indicates
the paleo RSL calculated using the elevation of the inner margin
of the barrier and the indicative meaning calculator tool [54].

Murray-Wallace and Belperio [63] highlight that while low-76

lying islands are scattered throughout the GBR, outcrops of77

Pleistocene reefs above modern sea level are absent. The only78

exception may be an exposed reef of apparently Pleistocene age79

at 1-4m above present sea level [40] at Digby Island [49, 50].80

However, the age of this reef has never been confirmed with81

absolute dating, and it will not be discussed further. Retrieval82

of LIG reef sections on the GBR has been historically done by83

coring through the Holocene reef down to the Holocene/LIG un-84

conformity. A full account of the best-preserved and best-dated85

Last Interglacial corals on the GBR, alongside the paleo water86

depth of the coralgal assemblages and sedimentary facies asso-87

ciated with them, is provided by Dechnik et al. [18]. These data88

were recently compiled into the standardized WALIS (World89

Atlas of Last Interglacial Shorelines) database by Chutcharavan90

and Dutton [14] (blue markers in Figure 1). In general, these91

reefs have paleo water depths < 3m or < 6m, therefore they de-92

veloped in very shallow waters. The shallowest reef unit dated93

to MIS 5e (131±1 ka, after open-system U-series corrections)94

was recently reported at Holbourne Island [78], at ca. 5m below95

the Lowest Astronomical Tide. It is worth noting that this island96

is much closer to the shoreline (20 km vs more than 50km) and97

is morphologically different to those reported by Dechnik et al.98

[18], as it is a continental high island rather than a low-lying99

coral island. This dated reef was not included among those 100

reported in this work as we could not find enough information 101

to produce a reliable sea-level index point from the information 102

provided in Ryan et al. [78]. 103

Murray-Wallace and Belperio [63] report the presence of scat- 104

tered coastal deposits of LIG age along the continental coasts 105

of New South Wales and Southern Queensland. These were in- 106

terpreted, according to their sedimentary and geomorphological 107

characteristics, as beach barriers, estuarine deposits or dune- 108

island barriers. These features are ubiquitous along the SE 109

Queensland Fraser Island Coast and far north New South Wales 110

coasts [33], where the LIG age of the deposits is confirmed by 111

U-series on corals embedded in the sedimentary units or Amino 112

Acid Racemization dates [63]. The LIG strandplains are often 113

overlain by Holocene transgressive sequences. Similar deposits 114

as those described in New South Wales and Southern Queens- 115

land are also present in our study area. However, in contrast to 116

LIG reef sequences in the GBR, most of these strandplains are 117

rarely assigned an age with absolute dating techniques. Their 118

MIS 5e age has been inferred via analogy with the strandplains 119

in New South Wales and Northern Queensland, chronostrati- 120

graphic correlation with lower younger (Holocene) units, and 121

infinite radiocarbon ages. An expanding Optically Stimulated 122

Luminescence chronology for these deposits is in progress [33], 123

and shows that complete LIG strandplains are located inboard 124

of the modern Holocene equivalents. 125

In far north Queensland, Gagan et al. [30] describes a LIG 126

dune/beach barrier located onshore with respect to the Holocene 127

equivalent at Wyvuri Embayment (Figure 2). According to 128

Gagan et al. [30], the top of the barrier, composed of aeolian 129

sediments, is located at +6m above modern sea-level (in our 130

topographic profile in Figure 2 this plots slightly higher, 7.5m), 131

while the beach barrier sands were intercepted about 4m below 132

the surface, in drill cores. This elevation roughly corresponds 133

to a break in slope on the coastal plain (3.4±1.5m), which can 134

be interpreted as a shoreline angle. Considering this analog to a 135

beach deposit, and using the formulas and values suggested by 136

Lorscheid and Rovere [54] to calculate the indicative meaning in 137

absence of modern analog data, we calculate that this strandplain 138

indicates a LIG paleo RSL of 3.4±2.7m (Figure 2). At the nearby 139

Cowley Beach strandplain, Brooke et al. [10] established that the 140

strandplain beach ridge morphology tracked Holocene sea-level 141

trends. 142

The surface expression of the Wyvuri Embayment LIG beach 143

barrier can be found at other locations along the Queensland 144

coast, with the shoreline angle located roughly at the same 145

elevation as Wyvury Embayment (yellow markers in Figure 1). 146

Towards the south of our study area, near the border between 147

Queensland and New South Wales, fossil corals embedded into 148

beach/intertidal/shallow subtidal deposits at North Stradbroke 149

Island, are overlain by Holocene transgressive deposits and were 150

dated to MIS 5e [68, 69]. The original authors suggest that 151

these would indicate a paleo sea level between 1 to 3m, which 152

is consistent with the paleo sea level calculated from the other 153

beach barriers described above. 154

Starting from the description of Gagan et al. [30] and high- 155

resolution (5m) Digital Elevation Models from [31], we identi- 156

fied other locations scattered along the Queensland coast where 157

the LIG has left a morphological imprint as an evident beach 158
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barrier on the strandplain, from which sea-level index points can159

be derived (see Supplementary Materials for detailed maps of160

each area and a spreadsheet containing sea-level interpretations,161

similar to those shown in Figure 2). The elevation of these bar-162

riers is consistent with those identified in northern New South163

Wales, which preserve a LIG sea-level trend from a highstand164

at +6 ± 0.5m at 129 ka BP to +4m by 116 ka BP [33]. The165

SE Queensland and northern New South Wales studies revealed166

that regional coastal fault reactivation has occurred during the167

Late Quaternary that has influenced the accommodation space168

for strandplain deposition. Overall the Late Quaternary onshore169

strandplains extending from far North Queensland to far north-170

ern New South Wales indicate that Late Pleistocene strandplains171

are preserved in the +3 to +6m elevation. This is in stark con-172

trast to the offshore submerged record, suggesting a LIG paleo173

relative sea level below the modern one.174

The fact that LIG reefs in the GBR are found below the typical175

elevation of reefs of the same age on passive continental margins176

was discussed by Marshall and Davies [55], who attributed it177

to a combination of long-term subsidence of the continental178

margin and erosion of the Pleistocene reef framework during179

glacial times. Differential Holocene reef growth rates seem to180

indicate that the Central GBR is subsiding with respect to the181

Northern and Southern GBR. Dechnik et al. [19] suggest that182

this subsidence may be related to the re-activation of NNW-SSE183

extensional faults along the eastern Queensland margin [79, and184

references therein].185

2 Results & Discussion186

2.1 Reef isostasy187

Coral reefs are created by the fixation of calcium carbonate188

mostly by hermatypic corals and calcareous algae [96]. Reefs189

respond to variations in sea-level by catching up, keeping up190

or giving up. From the geophysical perspective, this results in191

the creation of a mass of reef framework, which can exert a192

significant load on the underlying crust. This loading causes an193

isostatic response that is non-negligible. Hereafter, we define194

the isostatic adjustment induced by coral reef building as “reef195

isostasy”.196

An illustration of how reef isostasy impacts the elevation of197

a LIG reef measured today is shown in Figure 3. During the198

LIG, a reef builds on top of an older reef surface (or the base-199

ment, Figure 3A). This loading induces isostatic adjustment,200

causing subsidence, or equivalently a relative sea-level rise. The201

sea-level change ∆RSL magnitude induced by reef isostasy de-202

pends on reef thickness as well as its geographic extent. Areas203

with loads of smaller spatial scale are compensated more by204

elastic stresses, resulting in a smaller magnitude relative sea205

level change associated with reef isostasy. During a subsequent206

glacial period of lower sea level, erosion and karstification may207

lead to unloading-induced uplift that partially compensates for208

the subsidence during reef-building (Figure 3B). However, we209

do not model this process in this work, as the total mass change210

since the Last Interglacial is dominated by reef growth, rather211

than reef erosion.212

An increase in local relative sea-level from crustal subsidence213

induced by reef isostasy results in lower elevation LIG coral214

sea-level markers today, (assuming no GMSL difference) com-215

pared to their original elevation at the LIG. Therefore LIG coral 216

reef sea-level marker elevations must be corrected upwards to 217

account for reef isostasy, potentially resulting in higher recon- 218

structed LIG GMSL than prior estimates. 219

2.2 Modelling reef isostasy: fine vs. coarse resolution 220

The predicted magnitude of relative sea level change is sensitive 221

to the spatial scale of the load, in addition to the load thickness. 222

We first perform calculations using a 3D sea-level model, and 223

the "fine resolution grid" coral reef loading scenario with a 224

regional spatial resolution of 1 km that accounts for the fractional 225

area of reef coverage in each grid cell (Methods). We next 226

compute reef isostasy using the "coarse resolution grid" to assess 227

whether the lower resolution input accurately captures the crustal 228

deformation (and thus relative sea level) response to reef loading. 229

Note that these coarse resolution runs use a 1D GIA model set 230

up and a loading scenario that does not account for reef coverage 231

area resulting in a larger volume and mass load for the coarse 232

resolution case (Methods). 233

Figure 4 (right panels) shows the elevation change that a LIG 234

sea-level indicator would undergo from 122 to 0ka due to reef 235

isostasy (negative values signify that sea-level indicators experi- 236

enced subsidence since the LIG). Our fine resolution simulation 237

of reef isostasy in the Great Barrier Reef predicts a maximum 238

relative sea level change of 0.34m since the Last Interglacial 239

(Figure 4B). These maximum values are reached in Northeast- 240

ern Queensland and along the coastline of the southern GBR. 241

Our predictions for relative sea level change due to reef isostasy 242

suggest this process is small compared to other uncertainties on 243

the paleoelevation of LIG coral reefs (for example coral growth 244

depths, tides etc.). In contrast, the coarse resolution reef isostasy 245

calculations predict a maximum relative sea level change of 246

1.45 m since the Last Interglacial (Figure 4D). The discrepancy 247

between fine vs. coarse resolution models is due to the fact 248

that the fine resolution calculation involves a more localized 249

loading geometry (and thus reduced crustal deflection) due to 250

elastic compensation within the lithosphere, compared with the 251

coarse resolution case that overestimates the mass load by not 252

accounting for aerial extent on a finer resolution grid. 253

Because fine resolution modeling using the 3D sea-level model 254

is computationally expensive, we also tested whether a 1D sea- 255

level model could accurately capture the pattern and magnitude 256

of relative sea level change due to reef isostasy. We first used 257

the fine resolution coral reef loading scenario and multiplied 258

the loading grid by the fractional area of reef coverage on a 259

1 km scale. We then interpolated this loading scenario onto a 260

grid with ∼34km resolution to create a coarse grid that accounts 261

for fractional area of reef coverage (Figure 4E). We ran a 1D 262

sea-level model with this loading scenario using the same Earth 263

model as in the other 1D calculation. This simulation resulted in 264

a similar magnitude of reef isostasy as in the 3D fine resolution 265

model, with a maximum value of 0.4m of RSL change since the 266

LIG (Figure 4F). However, the spatial pattern does not reproduce 267

the signal along the southern Great Barrier Reef coastline shown 268

in the 3D fine resolution simulations. This difference is likely 269

due to the higher resolution associated with the 3D sea-level 270

simulation rather than 3D earth structure, as the coarse resolution 271

1D calculation does not capture the reef loading regions along 272

the central and southern Great Barrier Reef coastline. 273
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Figure 3: Illustration of reef isostasy caused by the buildup of the reef complex since the Last Interglacial. A. The LIG reef is built
on top of an older reef (or the bedrock). The addition of this load leads to isostatic subsidence of the underlying bedrock. B. As
GMSL falls (e.g., under glacial conditions), the reef is partially eroded and/or dissolved (e.g., by karst processes), resulting in
isostatic rebound. C. As sea level rises a second time, the reef starts to build again on top of previous structures, causing additional
subsidence. ∆RSL represents the relative sea-level change caused by reef isostasy. The colored dashed lines represent the elevation
of the coral during the LIG (red) and its present-day elevation (blue). Note that the uplift and subsidence following reef loading
and unloading are transient through glacial-interglacial times, and that in our study we do not model the uplift following reef
erosion, which we consider to be balanced with Holocene re-growth.

To assess the sensitivity of our results to Earth structure pa-274

rameters, we also performed 1D sea-level simulations using an275

alternate Earth model, VM2 [67]. We found that changing the276

Earth model had a neglible effect, perturbing the predicted RSL277

change by a maximum of 3% at the Queensland/GBR sea-level278

indicator sites.279

2.3 Contribution of glacial isostatic adjustment and dynamic280

topography281

We predicted the elevation change due to reef isostasy (Figure282

5A), dynamic topography (Figure 5B), and glacial isostatic ad-283

justment (Figure 5C) from 127ka to present (see Methods for284

details).These values represent the elevation change a LIG sea-285

level indicator would undergo from 127 to 0ka (negative values286

signify that sea-level indicators experienced subsidence, posi-287

tive values signify that sea-level indicators experienced uplift288

since the LIG). The total predicted influence on Last Interglacial289

sea-level indicator elevation from these geodynamic processes290

is shown in Figure 5D.291

Our dynamic topography predictions show an elevation change292

of -10 to 10m from 127 ka to present day, a rate of differen-293

tial vertical motion that exceeds some regional estimates [20],294

but is comparable to others [41]. This means that dynamic to-295

pography would have uplifted the Australian continent by up296

to 10m, while offshore regions on the continental shelf would297

have subsided up to 5 to 10 m since the LIG. Variations in in-298

put density and viscosity structure lead to ∼ ± 1 m uncertainty299

in post-LIG dynamic topography change (based on standard300

deviation of 15 model predictions), and the spatial pattern is301

remarkably consistent amongst the 15 models investigated here.302

These results suggest that our predictions of convectively driven303

onshore-offshore tilting are robust. This inference is corrobo-304

rated by ∼100 m Myr−1 uplift rates inferred from river profile305

modelling [16] and patterns of Late Cenozoic age-independent306

magmatism [7], both features that have been attributed to the307

presence of an active small-scale convection cell beneath the308

Queensland margin. Although the dynamic topography maxima309

and minima are offset with respect to the observed relative sea 310

level maxima and minima, the highest horizontal resolution for 311

the dynamic topography predictions is ∼200km, and therefore it 312

may not be possible to precisely match the observed tilting at 313

this resolution. 314

Similarly, glacial isostatic adjustment would have produced 315

uplift on the continent and subsidence offshore. Our predictions 316

show that the continent may have uplifted 6m and offshore 317

regions subsided 2m since the Last Interglacial. The spatial 318

variability in elevation change due to glacial isostatic adjustment 319

is caused by the process known as continental levering, where 320

uplift occurs along continental margins as sea-level rise causes 321

subsidence in ocean basins due to water loading [60, 64]. 322

In this study, we did not model several other potential mecha- 323

nisms that may cause departure from eustasy in the study area. 324

For example, crustal deformation due to re-activation of older 325

faults has been inferred to affect Holocene reefs [see 79, and 326

references therein]. While such a mechanism might have a 327

relevant local effect, any fault system causing crustal motions 328

would have to be active (with roughly the same deformation 329

rates) over nearly 2000 km of coast to reconcile the observed 330

onshore-offshore tilting trend. This seems an unlikely pattern 331

in an intraplate margin setting such as the Queensland-GBR 332

area. Another process we did not model is erosion and sedi- 333

ment deposition which drive a tilting (up on ln land) of the crust. 334

Studies on the Central GBR shelf suggested that the thickness 335

of Holocene sediments is rather limited [<2.5m 46] hence sili- 336

ciclastic sediment isostasy seems an unlikely explanation for 337

the large difference between onshore and offshore LIG sea-level 338

proxies, recorded over such a large latitudinal gradient. 339

An important caveat to our reef isostasy modeling is that we 340

did not account for additional loading associated with other 341

processes, such as carbonate sands (also mixed with siliciclastic 342

sediments) close to modern reef areas [37], post-LGM reef 343

buildups (now drowned on the shelf [37]), and other bioherms 344

of considerable importance, such as inter-reefal Halimeda algal 345
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Figure 4: A. Fine resolution coral reef thickness (122-0ka) for the reef isostasy loading scenario. B.Predicted marker elevation
change since LIG due to reef isostasy in response to loading in frame A. C-D. As in A-B, except for the coarse resolution modeling.
E-F. As in C-D, except for the coarse resolution treatment of reef thickness (122-0ka) accounting for reef area coverage. Yellow
and blue dots in each map represent the sites shown in Figure 1
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Figure 5: A-C. Predicted elevation change to sea-level indicators from 127 to 0ka due to: A. reef isostasy B. glacial isostatic
adjustment C. dynamic topography. Colored circles represent LIG sea-level indicators as shown in Figure 1. D. Total predicted
elevation change to sea-level indicators from 127 to 0ka. E-F. Gray represents observed elevation range and black line represents
mean values for transect α–α′ (left) and β–β′ (right). G-H. Light blue line and envelope represents the observed range in reef
thicknesses in coral reef loading scenario from LIG to present. Dark blue line and envelope represents the predicted elevation
change to sea-level markers due to reef isostasy (as in Figure 5A). Lines represent mean values based on spatial uncertainty of
100km on either side of transect and intermodel variation uncertainty; envelopes represent the 2 sigma combined uncertainty.
I-J. GBR LIG sea-level data points projected onto transects α–α′ (left) and β–β′ as a function of distance between the data point
and the closest point on the transect. Colored circles/triangles represent LIG sea-level indicator ages. Predicted elevation change
projected onto transect A (left) and B (right) for reef isostasy (blue), dynamic topography (red), glacial isostatic adjustment (green),
and total (pink). Lines and envelope calculated as in G-H
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buildups [57]. Including these factors would increase the load346

and hence the relative importance of reef isostasy, however it347

is unlikely to explain the large differences between the onshore348

and offshore LIG sea-level indicators.349

3 Conclusions350

The Queensland - GBR area is characterized by an enigmatic351

difference in the elevation of LIG sea-level indicators between352

offshore (GBR) and onshore (Queensland coast) sites. This353

offset motivated our modeling of local post-depositional vertical354

land motion. We modelled sea-level change due to reef isostasy,355

dynamic topography, and glacial isostatic adjustment since the356

LIG in this area, which is located on a passive margin spanning357

a latitudinal range of almost 2000 km. Our models explored358

whether reef isostasy, which is considered here for the first359

time, may play a role in the observed vertical displacement of360

LIG fossil reefs, which are among the most frequently used361

geological sea-level proxies [87, 21, 65].362

Our results show that the contribution of reef isostasy to vertical363

land motions is negligible, reaching maximum values of 0.34m.364

In comparison with GMSL changes, this is roughly equivalent to365

half the contribution to GMSL of mountain glaciers melting and366

thermal expansion during the LIG (estimated as up to 1m; 22).367

Reef isostasy therefore produces a relatively small change in368

RSL since the LIG at the GBR, and is insufficient in magnitude369

to explain discrepancies between observed LIG RSL markers370

offshore and onshore. However, we emphasize that the load we371

constructed might be an underestimation, so this mechanism372

may represent a potentially important contribution to vertical373

land motions in areas with dense and widespread coral reef374

coverage. Therefore, neglecting reef isostasy may represent a375

potential bias in areas with widespread reef coverage.376

To realistically represent coral reef loading since the LIG in a377

given area, it is important to gather direct measurements of reef378

thickness, extent, density and porosity, together with estimates379

of mass loss since the LIG (e.g., due to erosion or karst pro-380

cesses, which we do not model here) and, in the case of wide381

lagoons, carbonate sediment production rates from the reef. In382

addition, the presence of other buildups other than coral reefs,383

capable of producing relevant loads at wide spatial scales, are384

important. Our results underscore the importance of fine resolu-385

tion modeling, especially in accounting for the areal coverage386

of coral reefs, to accurately reproduce relative sea level change387

due to reef isostasy. Once these data are available, we show that388

while 1D sea-level models are more computationally efficient,389

for small-scale loading patterns such as coral reefs, it may be im-390

portant to use high resolution 3D modeling to accurately capture391

the relative sea level response to reef loading.392

Comparing the modeled relative contributions of reef isostasy,393

dynamic topography, and glacial isostatic adjustment, we sur-394

mise that only the predicted change due to dynamic topography395

across sites has a magnitude similar to the differences in sea-396

level indicator elevations between onshore and offshore. This397

result strengthens the argument that dynamic topography may398

play a major role in the vertical displacement of LIG sea-level399

indicators at Late Pleistocene time scales [5], and cannot be400

ignored, even at passive margins, in MIS 5e sea-level reconstruc-401

tions.402

4 Methods 403

4.1 Constructing the coral reef loading scenario 404

As a baseline dataset for the presence/absence of coral reefs, we 405

used the 500 × 500m raster dataset [12, 13, 44] of the warm- 406

water reefs map compiled by UNEP-WCMC, WorldFish Centre, 407

WRI, TNC [88, 42, 43, 83]. We created a coral reef loading 408

scenario since the LIG (122-0 ka) using two methods, with 409

different resolutions. For the "coarse resolution grid", we used a 410

standard approach for sea-level model calculations and placed 411

our coral loading scenario onto a ∼34 km resolution grid. For 412

the "fine resolution grid", we placed our coral loading scenario 413

onto a 1 km resolution grid, and accounted for the areal fraction 414

of coral reef coverage within each 1 km x 1 km grid cell. 415

Because the GBR reef is characterized by narrow, sometimes 416

isolated, strips of coral reef, we were concerned that the stan- 417

dard grid resolution (∼34 km) used in sea-level models may 418

unrealistically smooth out the reef loading signal. Thus, for the 419

“fine resolution grid” we interpolated a high-resolution Digital 420

Elevation Model for bathymetry in the Great Barrier Reef area 421

onto a 1 km resolution grid [9]. We then assessed the fractional 422

area of reef coverage within each 1 km × 1 km grid cell using 423

the "Fishnet" tool of ArcGIS. Of grid cells with non-zero reef 424

coverage, 44% had full reef coverage (Figure 6). We then multi- 425

plied the coral reef thickness in our 1 km x 1 km grids by the 426

areal fraction of reef coverage to produce our "fine resolution 427

grid" coral reef loading scenario. 428

Figure 6: Fractional area of present-day reef coverage. Yellow
and blue dots represent the sites shown in Figure 1.

We also used a standard approach for constructing a loading 429

scenario by interpolating a high-resolution bathymetric Digital 430

Elevation Model of the GBR area onto a Gauss Legendre grid 431

with ∼34 km resolution (maximum spherical harmonic degree 432

512) commonly used in sea-level calculations. This approach 433

does not account for coral reef coverage since the coral reef 434

thickness is smoothed over a wide area relative to the lateral 435
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extent of coral reefs. We term this coral reef loading scenario436

the “coarse resolution grid” (Figure 4C).437

Apart from a very small number of examples, including the438

Ribbon Reef Core in the Northern GBR outer shelf (155 m439

reefal thickness), Boulder Reef core northern GBR mid shelf440

(33 m reeflal thickness) [93], and One Tree Reef core Southern441

GBR mid shelf (18 m reefal thickness) [19] , the total verti-442

cal extent of reef buildups since the LIG is largely unknown.443

Limited seismic stratigraphy of the GBR has focused on the444

inter-reefal shelf areas and show the shelf comprising Permo-445

Carboniferous bedrock, Pleistocene/Tertiary sediments, consist-446

ing of both shelf-wide terrigenous units, and carbonate mounds447

and platforms under present reefs [46]. Given these limited448

datasets, the thickness of individual reefs was calculated using449

the average shelf depth surrounding reef structures, with positive450

relief above this surface representing reef aggradation across the451

Pleistocene/Holocene.452

Following the above, in both scenarios, we assumed that regions453

with any reef coverage (fractional area of reef coverage > 0;454

Figure 6A) had coral reefs that had grown since the LIG. We455

assigned the total coral reef thickness deposited since the LIG as456

the modern basement depth (i.e., we assumed the coral reef sur-457

face grew to modern sea level) in regions with basement depths458

shallower than 55 m. Below this bathymetry, we considered459

that no reef was present during the LIG. To partition coral reef460

loading across 122 to 0 ka, we made the assumption that the461

Last Interglacial reef thickness would represent 1.5 times the462

thickness of Holocene coral reef growth, given the longer time463

available for LIG reefs to grow with respect to Holocene ones.464

In our models, we assumed a reef porosity of 40% (that is, the465

porosity of reefs in sand flats/lagoons in the GBR reported by466

39) and a coral reef density of 1600 kg/m3 (equivalent to the467

average coral colony density as reported by 11 in 39).468

For the "fine resolution grid" coral loading scenario, we mul-469

tiplied our map of reef thickness by the fractional area of reef470

coverage (Figure 6A). This assumes that the coverage hasn’t471

changed since 120 ka. Accounting for the aerial extent on a fine472

resolution grid results in a reduced mass load compared to the473

“coarse resolution grid” that does not account for fractional area474

of reef coverage. The fine resolution grid is characterized by a475

total volume of 3.1x1011 m3 (Figure 4A), whereas the coarse476

resolution grid’s load is greater by an order of magnitude, with477

a total volume of 5.6x1012 m3 (Figure 4C). The last reef loading478

scenario that accounts for aerial extent by interpolating the fine479

resolution loading scenario onto the coarser grid (Figure 4E)480

results in a substantially smaller total volume (2.2x108 m3), de-481

spite predicting a similar magnitude of relative sea level change482

compared with that associated with the fine resolution simulation483

(Figure 4B and F).484

To isolate the impact of reef loading, we did not include ice sheet485

loading changes in our modeling. Our reef loading scenario486

introduced the LIG coral thickness at 120 ka and the Holocene487

coral thickness at 8 ka. Although coral reefs are built over a488

longer time span, we simplified our calculation by introducing489

the load at a single timestep, assuming that the timing of the490

load will have a negligible impact at present-day after several491

thousand years of isostatic adjustment. To conserve mass, we492

uniformly removed a layer of sediment from the continents with493

a mass equivalent to the total reef load globally.494

Although reef loading prior to the LIG would have induced an 495

ongoing isostatic response at the LIG, our analysis is limited to 496

estimating sea-level change since the LIG due to reef loading 497

over only the last glacial cycle. Thus, we limited our modeling 498

to the period from 122 to 0 ka to assess the magnitude of sea 499

level change due to reef loading since 122 ka. 500

4.2 Modeling Isostatic Adjustment: Reef isostasy 501

1D calculation (coarse resolution). To calculate relative sea- 502

level change (∆RSL) in response to reef loading over the last ice 503

age, we used a gravitationally self-consistent sea-level model. 504

We used the coarse resolution coral reef loading scenario as in- 505

put to a 1D sea-level model, which assumes radially symmetric 506

Earth structure. Our calculations are based on the theory and 507

pseudo-spectral algorithm described by Kendall et al. [48] with 508

a spherical harmonic truncation at degree and order 512 (spatial 509

resolution of ∼34 km). These calculations include the impact of 510

load-induced Earth rotation changes on sea level [58, 62], evolv- 511

ing shorelines and the migration of grounded, marine-based ice 512

[47, 59, 52, 48]. Our predictions require models for Earth’s vis- 513

coelastic structure. We adopted an earth model characterized by 514

a lithospheric thickness of 96 km, and upper and lower mantle 515

viscosities of 5x1020 and 5x1021 Pa s, respectively. 516

3D calculation (fine resolution). To solve for relative sea level 517

change in response to coral reef loading on a higher resolution 518

of 1 km, we used a global 3D finite volume sea level and Earth 519

deformation model [53]. The numerical approach incorporates 520

lateral variations in Earth structure and calculates the resulting 521

gravitationally self-consistent sea level change [61]. Previous 522

studies have adopted this computational model in order to ac- 523

count for 3D earth structure (e.g., 4, 32, 51). The 3D glacial 524

isostatic adjustment model is capable of km-scale resolution, 525

which is achieved through regional grid refinement for compu- 526

tational efficiency [32]. The importance of fine resolution GIA 527

modeling has been demonstrated for the solid Earth response 528

to marine grounding line migration in Antarctica [92]. Grid 529

refinement is achieved by incrementally bisecting grid edges in 530

the selected region to achieve the desired 1 km x 1 km resolution, 531

and a final smoothing operation along the region boundary to 532

ensure a well-behaved transition. 533

Our simulation uses a 3D viscoelastic earth model. Here, we 534

apply the hybrid model described in Austermann et al. [6], which 535

infers mantle viscosity from seismic tomography using anelastic 536

scaling relationships and additional information on the thermal 537

and rheological state of the upper mantle. In the upper 400 km, 538

a calibrated parameterisation of anelastic behaviour at seismic 539

frequencies is used to self-consistently determine lithospheric 540

thickness (assumed here to be equivalent to 1175◦C isotherm 541

depth) and viscosity variations from the shear-wave velocity (VS ) 542

structure of the tomographic model, SL2013sv [72, 80]. Below 543

400km, viscosities are derived from the shear wave tomography 544

model SEMUCB-WM1 [29]. Austermann et al. (2021) [6] 545

provides details on the VS to viscosity conversion. 546

In our 3D GIA calculations, viscosity variations are shifted at 547

each depth to average to 5 × 1020 Pa s in the upper mantle vis- 548

cosity 5 × 1021 Pa s in the lower mantle viscosity [71], identical 549

to the earth model used in the 1D GIA calculations. The ef- 550

fective lithospheric thickness in this region varies from 50–100 551

km (Figure S1). We paired this model with the fine resolution 552
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coral reef loading scenario (Figure 4A) which accounts for reef553

coverage area at 1 km resolution (Figure 6).554

4.3 Modeling Glacial Isostatic Adjustment: Ice loading555

We modeled relative sea level change in response to ice sheet556

and ocean loading changes since the LIG using the 1D pseudo-557

spectral approach described in Kendall et al. [48]. We used the558

same model and earth structure described in the 1D reef loading559

sea-level calcuations.560

We used an ice history characterized by the GMSL history in561

Waelbroeck et al. [90] over the last glacial cycle. The ice history562

was constructed using the ICE-6G deglacial ice geometry history563

and has no excess melt across the LIG (as in 6). The GMSL564

history was adjusted at the LIG since the Waelbroeck GMSL565

history assumes a value of -75 m at 128 ka , which is at odds with566

coral evidence from the many locations that indicate sea level567

must have been close to present at that time. To account for this568

discrepancy, the timing of the GMSL curve is shifted back prior569

to the LIG by 3.5 ka. This shift allows for a longer interglacial570

time period without changing the deglaciation pattern of the571

original curve and places the MIS 6 sea-level low stand at 135.5572

ka (as in 24).573

4.4 Dynamic Topography574

Observational estimates indicate that mantle flow-driven ver-575

tical motions can reach rates of ∼0.1-1 m kyr−1 in certain lo-576

cations, suggesting a significant fraction of relative sea-level577

change along the Great Barrier Reef from the LIG to present578

day could result from evolving mantle dynamic topography579

[36, 91, 5, 85]. To investigate this possibility, we simulate rates580

of global dynamic topography change using the mantle convec-581

tion code ASPECT and an ensemble of Earth models based on582

5 seismic tomographic inversions of deep Earth structure (LLNL-583

G3D-JPS, 82; S40RTS, 74; SAVANI, 3;SEMUCB-WM1, 29;584

TX2011, 34) and 3 radial viscosity profiles (S10, 84; F10V1,585

28; F10V2, 28).586

Above 300 km, input temperature and density fields are de-587

termined from seismic velocity using an experimentally de-588

rived parameterisation of rock anelasticity at seismic frequencies589

[97]. Uncertain parameters in this formulation are calibrated590

using a range of independent observational constraints on the591

co-variation of upper mantle VS , temperature, attenuation, and592

viscosity (see 72 for details). This approach ensures that the593

mapping between seismic velocities and buoyancy variations is594

thermomechanically self-consistent, while also partially correct-595

ing for discrepancies between tomographic models that result596

from parameterisation choices rather than true Earth structure.597

Here, the seismic velocity model we use to obtain upper mantle598

structure is SLNAAFSA, a version of the SL2013sv upper man-599

tle model [80] into which a number of high-resolution regional600

updates have been incorporated (see 38 for details). This input601

structure is chosen since it produces geodynamic predictions that602

are in good agreement with landscape evolution [86], mantle603

potential temperature[8], and residual depth observations, even604

at relatively short wavelengths (∼1000 km; 72).605

Below 400 km, a thermodynamic modelling approach is used606

to obtain thermochemical buoyancy structures for each combi-607

nation of seismic tomographic and rheological input that are608

compatible with present-day geophysical observables, includ- 609

ing geoid anomalies, dynamic topography, and CMB excess 610

ellipticity, and comprise thermochemical anomalies within the 611

base of LLVPs (73; see Supplementary Material for further 612

details). Note that, although LLVPs have limited impact on 613

LIG-to-present dynamic topography change, our calculations of 614

the RSL change induced by mantle flow account for associated 615

geoid variations (see Supplementary Material for further details). 616

Since these gravitational changes are more sensitive to the deep 617

mantle, incorporation of accurate LLVP structure in our global 618

convection simulation produces a non-negligible improvement 619

in the reliability of our predictions. Between 300 and 400 km, 620

temperatures and densities derived from these two independent 621

parameterisations are smoothly merged by taking their weighted 622

average as a function of depth. 623

The time-dependent geodynamic simulations derived from these 624

Earth models assume free-slip conditions at the surface and core- 625

mantle boundary, account for lithospheric cooling by including 626

shallow mantle buoyancy variations and representative thermal 627

conductivity, and incorporate temperature- and composition- 628

dependent viscosity variations (see Supplementary Material for 629

further details). Following [5], we run our models forward in 630

time and, to avoid the potential for transient numerical artefacts 631

in early time steps to affect our results, we assume the average 632

rate of dynamic topography change between 0.5 and 1.5 Ma 633

is representative of that experienced between the LIG and the 634

present day. Change in dynamic topography at specific sea- 635

level sites is calculated by combining perturbations due to the 636

evolving mantle flow pattern with those caused by rigid plate 637

motion across the convective planform. This is accomplished by 638

translating the dynamic topography field calculated for the LIG 639

into its present-day coordinates using plate velocities taken from 640

MORVEL [2], before calculating the difference between this 641

rotated LIG field and the predicted present-day field, yielding a 642

total of 15 individual model predictions (5 tomography models 643

combined with 3 viscosity profiles). Note that the maximum 644

horizontal resolution of the tomographically derived Earth mod- 645

els is ∼200 km, placing an important limit on the minimum 646

wavelength of predicted dynamic topography variations. 647
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